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2004 WATER LEVELS 
 

Frigid temperatures early in the year produced significant ice cover on all the Great Lakes.  Hence, 
with less evaporation than normal, the seasonal decline in water levels slowed.  Furthermore, a greater than 
average snow pack and extremely heavy rains during the spring allowed water levels on all five Great Lakes 
to rise above their 2003 levels.  Nonetheless, the effects of the past decline in water levels were still 
evident.  Lake Superior began 2004 seven inches below its Long Term Average (LTA), and despite above-
average water supplies for most of the year, Superior still finished 2004 three inches below LTA. 
 

Lake Michigan-Huron (coupled in this context as, hydrographically, they are considered one body of 
water) started 2004 at 20 inches below LTA.  While Michigan-Huron benefited from above-average 
precipitation and lower evaporation rates, the Lake ended the year one foot below LTA. 
 

Lake Erie was two inches below LTA in January, but rose above LTA in May and remained on the 
plus side until the fall.  The Lake then dipped slightly below LTA for the remainder of the year.  Lake Ontario 
began the year 11 inches above LTA, but dropped quickly in the fall and ended the year two inches below 
LTA. 
 

IMPACTS OF LOWER WATER LEVELS ON COMMERCIAL NAVIGATION 
 

LCA-registered vessels carry anywhere from 50 to 267 net tons of cargo for each inch of loaded 
draft and, when water levels permit, load to drafts that range from 19 to 28 feet or more.  (Some of the 
largest vessels have loadlines that allow for drafts of 30 feet or deeper, something currently unattainable 
given the project depth in the connecting channels and most ports.)  Therefore, severe fluctuations in water 
levels can dramatically affect waterborne commerce.  The table below illustrates how falling and rising water 
levels have affected Great Lakes shipping in recent years.  Water levels began to fall in the summer of 
1998.  The gradual rise in water levels since 2000 has enabled the industry to overcome the worst effects of 
low water, but the top loads in 2004 still fell short of cargos carried when water levels were high in the mid-
1990s. 
 

COMPARISON OF LARGEST CARGOS IN VESSELS OF COMPARABLE SIZES 

CALENDAR YEARS 1999-2004 

(net tons) 
 

  LARGEST CARGO AVERAGE 

1999-2003 PORT COMMODITY 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 

Two Harbors, MN Iron Ore 66,846 64,723 65,981 67,118 64,860 67,645 65,906 

Escanaba, MI* Iron Ore 72,226 63,402 67,878 67,643 64,244 65,464 67,079 

Superior, WI Coal (Head-of-Lakes) 67,124 64,642 64,681 67,258 64,831 67,531 65,708 

Presque Isle, MI** Limestone ---------- 33,109 34,521 33,123 30,346 34,557 32,775 

Alpena, MI Cement 16,057 15,393 15,919 16,696 15,927 16,662 15,998 

Fairport Harbor, OH*** Salt 23,000 22,872 22,785 22,852 21,903 N/A 22,682 

 

* As Escanaba is located below the Soo Locks, loadings are not controlled by water levels in the Connecting Channels.  
Therefore, when Great Lakes water levels are high, cargos of 70,000 net tons or more are common. 

 

** The vessel used to benchmark Presque Isle, the Great Lakes Trader, did not enter service until 2000. 
 

*** The vessel used to benchmark Fairport Harbor, the Philip R. Clarke, did not load there in 2004. 


